Abstract-Guidance system can improve the resources utilization of LBS (Location Based Service) system effectively, and the validity of guidance system depends on accurate predicting of the near-future system resources occupancy and its trend. Considering the strong randomicity of short-term characteristic of the trend, a multi-model fusion method integrating adaptive filter and ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) model is proposed to predict the resources occupancy and trend accurately. With the method, observation series of recent resources occupancy is decomposed to different scales and reconstructed by wavelet transform firstly. According to the different features of series at different scale, for approximate signal, the adaptive filter algorithm is used to predict the trend of resources occupancy at coarse scale, and for detail signals in multiple fine scales, ARMA algorithms are adopted. Finally, integrating the prediction results of multi-model from different scales, the resources occupancy and trend with high prediction accuracy can be obtained. Experiment results show that the resources occupancy prediction accuracy of proposed method is higher than that of typical algorithms such as exponential smoothing and weighted Markov algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the information is with positional and geographic attributes in many applications, such as resource management, socio-economic activities, military applications and daily life. How to provide mobile users with location-related information services is very important to mobile services technology. LBS [1] [2] [3] is one of the services, with the support of electronic map platform, which accesses the mobile user's location information, and affords location relevant service through the mobile communication network. Based on the cost function containing proximity and availability of the service, user can select preferable service provider. Generally, LBS guidance system can be grouped into two types mainly, static guidance system and dynamic guidance system. Compared with static guidance system, dynamic guidance system can provide real-time information of system resources occupancy, so users could obtain more appropriate services correspondingly. It is necessary that the validity of dynamic guidance system depends on accurate prediction of system resources occupancy and its trend. However, because of the influence of weather, real-time traffic condition and other factors, the trend is with strong randomicity. Therefore, it is significant to predict resources occupancy accurately to improve the utilization of LBS system resources and reduce service costs.
Compared with other LBS systems, parking lot is a typical and important one, and is sufficiently discussed [4] . The efficient operation of parking lot mainly relies on predicting accuracy of available parking space occupancy change characteristics. Currently, a series of methods were presented to settle the problem, in which artificial intelligent based solutions, such as neural network and support vector machine, are adequately discussed [5] [6] [7] [8] . Based on minimum risk criterion, the neural network method is with some practical difficulties, such as network structure, samples selecting, over learning and local minimum, and it is hard to find a neural network to meet all parking lots. The support vector machine method, based on the small sample statistics learning theory, can provide global optimization and favorable generalization ability, but kernel function and parameter selecting is difficult also. Originated from time-series algorithm, several improved methods, including Poisson distribution model [9] , exponential smoothing model [10] , and weighted Markov chain model [11] are also used for available parking space occupancy trend forecasting. In Poisson distribution model, the distribution parameters are figured out from historical observation data, and then the maximum parking probability can be obtained by Poisson model. However, simulation results show that the computational costs of prediction algorithm are high, and the predicting accuracy is low. In exponential smoothing model, the forecasting of available parking space occupancy trend is weighted combination of historical and current observation data, but it is difficult to determine the smoothing coefficient. Furthermore, when the observation series fluctuated strongly, the prediction accuracy would reduce correspondingly. In weighted Markov chain model, the observation series are decomposed and reconstructed at different scales by wavelet transform. The prediction 
where w l is the weight corresponding to lag time l. Then the state I at time k+1 answering for max { , } ∈ s i p i E is selected as forecast state, and the prediction at scale s should be obtained.
Markov model depends on transition probabilities of system states to predict LBS system resource occupancy trend, and can adapt to stationary sequence particularly [12] . However, in this approach, same Markov model is adopted at different scales, and the difference of observation series in different scales is not adequately considered. Because the LBS system resource occupancy trends is with strong randomicity, single model cannot correctly describes observation series under different conditions at different scales [13] , and the effect of the method is not sufficient. To better the prediction accuracy of the method, using different appropriate models in coarse and fine scales separately should be an effective solution.
III. ADAPTIVE FILTER-ARMA MULTI-MODEL PREDICTION METHOD

A. Definition of Resource Occupancy
Assuming that A k is the number of arriving customers in interval k, and L k is the number of leaving customers in interval k, k is the sampling period, the available resources number at the end of an interval can be described as
Then the available system resource occupancy at time k is
where C is the total resources number.
B. Scheme of the Method
The change characteristics of LBS system resources occupancy are influenced by many factors, which can be divided into intrinsic and random sort generally. The intrinsic factors denote the essential pattern of LBS system, such as service types, addresses and costs, and express the basic trend or regular change of resource utilization. The random factors denote the fortuity, such as traffic and weather condition, and express the instant change. The fluctuation of resource utilization is mainly produce by the random factors.
To demonstrate the characteristics of LBS system resources occupancy discussed above, the available parking space occupancy of a parking lot from Monday to Friday is shown in Figure 1 . Apparently, the change trend of each sample is similar. It means that there is an essential pattern for the available parking space occupancy of parking lot, and the effect of intrinsic factors is also approved.
Otherwise, the different of samples, or the fluctuation of available parking space occupancy, indicates the impact of random factors. To predict resources occupancy accurately, it is necessary to consider the different effect of two type factors, and multi-model multi-scale method can be an available approach.
Let observation series of LBS system resources occupancy is {y k }, and the finest scale is s. The method consists of three stages, constructing multi-scale observation series, estimating and forcasting with different model at different scale, and reconstructing or fusing estimation.
Firstly, the original observation series {y k } is decomposed to {y k s } at scale s. Then prediction of resources occupancy at different scale s is updated by different model respectively, such as adaptive filter, ARMA method or Markov model. Considering that the approximate signal at coarse scale is more likely to describe the intrinsic factors, the adaptive filter algorithm is preferable. Otherwise, the detail signals at fine scales indicating random factors can be regarded as stationary stochastic process, so ARMA model is appropriate solution. Finally, the prediction of multiple scales is used for reconstructing the accurate global forecasting of resources occupancy. The scheme of the method is shown in Figure 2 . Gc
where H is a low-pass filter and G is a high-pass filter. 
D. Adaptive Filter Prediction Model
At coarse scale C s , adaptive filter model [17] [18] ] is adopted to forecast the approximate signal of LBS system resources occupancy { 
According to Widrow-Hoff method, the weights can be updated by
where μ is the convergence factor used to control the rate of convergence. Generally, the μ should meet the following condition
where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of autocorrelation matrix 
, 2, …, s, p is the order of the autoregressive part and q is the order of the moving average part.
By the method, it is necessary to determine the parameters p and q firstly. Generally, the autocorrelation coefficient or partial autocorrelation coefficient based method is the basic approach. If the method fails, the information criterion, such as AIC (Akaike's Information Criterion) or BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion), is required [24] .
AIC [25] minimum standards is one of the most common method for model order selection. For zero mean stationary series, ARMA model can be defined as 
where U is sample size.
According to AIC criterion, the parameters to be estimated should fulfil the equation
Substituting Eq. (13) into (14) and simplifying, the order of ARMA model can be obtained from ( )
F. Predicting Fusion
Integrating the prediction results of multi-model in different scales, the final forecasting can be obtained as 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed multi-model fusion method for LBS system resources occupancy prediction, the observation data of available parking spaces from reference [11] is adopted. Based on the observation data with different sampling period, the exponential smoothing model, adaptive filtering model, weighted Markov model and proposed adaptive filter-ARMA model are used to predict the available parking space occupancy. The results are evaluated by average relative error (MRE), mean square error (MSE) and equalization coefficient (EC) defined as follow
A. Simulation with Single Sample
With same sample of resources occupancy observation series, exponential smoothing model, adaptive filtering model, and proposed adaptive filtering-ARMA multimodel methods are used to predict the available parking space occupancy respectively. The sampling period is 10 minutes. To each method, comparing the simulation results under different parameters, the parameters can be determined according to preferable result. The appropriate initial weight of exponential smoothing model is α=0.9, the appropriate order of adaptive filter is 2 and convergence factor μ=0.001. Similarly, in proposed method, observation series is decomposed to different scales by symlets 4 wavelet (sym4), the approximate signal at coarse scale is predicted by second order adaptive filter with μ=0.5, the detail signals at other fine scales are predicted by ARMA(2, 2) respectively.
The prediction results and average relative error of the methods are shown in Figure 3 and 4 respectively. Obviously, the simulation result of exponential smoothing model is close to that of adaptive filtering model, but the prediction accuracy of proposed method is much higher than that of two former. To evaluate the effect of sampling period, with sampling period T =10, 15 and 30 minutes respectively, exponential smoothing model, adaptive filtering model, weighted Markov chain model in reference [11] , and proposed method are adopted to predict the available parking space occupancy. The initial parameters of the methods are same as above, and simulation results are shown in Table I , II, and III. It is shown in Table I that the MRE and MSE of proposed method is much less than that of exponential smoothing model, adaptive filter and weighted Markov chain model methods. The MRE of proposed method is 7.51%, and is almost half of the other methods. The MSE of proposed method is 0.16%, and is about one-sixth of adaptive filter and one-sixtieth of exponential smoothing model. Furthermore, the parameter EC of the proposed method is higher than that of the other methods too. It means that the prediction accuracy of available parking space occupancy is improved by proposed method and the performance of proposed method is approving.
The results in Table II and III come to similar conclusion also. Therefore, to different sampling period, the performance of proposed method is much better than that of the reference methods.
From Table I , II and III, along with the increasing of sampling period, the performance of each method is declined. To different sampling period, the accuracy of exponential smoothing model is almost the same as that of adaptive filter, and the performance of proposed method is better also.
B. Simulation with Diverse Sample
To evaluate the applicability of proposed method, the different samples coming from different cities are adopted. The parameters of proposed method are same as above too, and the results of 4 samples are shown in Table IV .
Obviously the prediction accuracy is varied with different samples, but the maximum of MRE is 9.77% and much less than 13.9% of reference [11] . Furthermore, the EC of each sample is higher than 0.9, which indicate that the prediction accuracy of proposed method is satisfying. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a multi-model multi-scale method is proposed to improve the prediction accuracy of LBS guidance system resources occupancy. The system resources occupancy and its trend are influenced by many factors, so single model method or single scale method cannot get approving result.
Compared with existing single scale or single model methods, the proposed method decomposes observation series of recent resources occupancy to different scales by wavelet transform, and applies different method to predict respectively according to the different features of series at different scale. For approximate signal which is more likely to describe the intrinsic factors, the adaptive filter algorithm is used to predict the trend of resources occupancy at coarse scale, and for detail signals in multiple fine scales which indicate random factors and can be regarded as stationary stochastic process, ARMA algorithms are favourable. Then prediction results of multi-model from different scales are integrated to obtain near-future resources occupancy trend with high prediction accuracy. Based on the prediction of resources 
